
Design your way to endless fixture combinations

Customizable RLM
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From Concept to Completion

At Kichler Lighting, we’ve been designing with your needs 
in mind for more than 80 years—which means we know the 
importance of style and product durability. This commitment 
carries through with our Customizable RLM fixtures. Backed 
by a 5-year limited warranty, our RLM shades, arms, stems, 
post and mounts are all made of thick-gauge, rust-resistant 
aluminum to better maintain their stature.

Designed to withstand the elements, our Customizable RLM 
fixtures are covered in a weather-tested, UV-protected 
powder coat finish. This finish gives a porcelain-like sheen and 
ensures fade resistance, helping to keep your fixtures exactly 
how you envisioned them.
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BUILD YOUR 
VISION ONLINE
With our Customizable RLM fixtures, you can design your own 
unique fixtures for any project through our RLM Configurator 
Tool on Kichler.com. With the Online RLM Configurator, you 
can select your shade of choice, along with an arm, stem or post 
based on your mounting location, and then top it off with an 
accessory to finish your look.

Beyond establishing the style of your fixture, you can also mix 
and match your RLM components to create a look all your own. 
So, an all-white fixture can now have a black arm and a red guard 
for a completely different appeal.

Enhance Your Lighting Design

Complete your lighting project by selecting additional lighting 
fixtures for the entire space on Kichler.com. Here you can find a 
variety of downlights, ceiling surface mount lights, vanity lights, 
sconces, ceiling fans, and landscape lighting to help make your 
project come to light.

Designing with RLM

RLM fixtures can be installed both inside 
and outside throughout commercial and 
residential locations, such as:  

• Retail shopping strips and centers
• Restaurants
• Hotels
• Multi-family structures
• Single-family homes

Kichler.com/RLM   |   5

Kichler.com/RLM
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Deep Bowl

Angle

AVAILABLE SIZES

8" 10" 12" 14" 16"

AVAILABLE SIZES

8" 10" 12"

Intentionally asymmetrical to offer directional light back toward a 
defined architectural detail such as an awning or sign. 

A simple, round shape reminiscent of a deep serving bowl (upside down, of course), 
the RLM Deep Bowl funnels the light downward with a small amount of light 
escaping from the sides, resulting in a rounded beam of light. 

Warehouse

Shallow

AVAILABLE SIZES

12" 14" 16" 18"

This classic RLM style can be found in farmhouse and vintage style kitchens as well 
as rustic-themed restaurants. Its rounded base and stepped beveled profile offer a 
subtle design flair that compliments an array of décors. The RLM Warehouse’s shade 
is designed to direct light downward, delivering a slightly broader throw of light than 
the RLM Deep Bowl.

The shallow shade is designed to let the light be the hero. Its broad but thin, saucer-like 
appearance rests on top of the light source, helping to direct the light both downward and 
outward for a broad throw of light. 

AVAILABLE SIZES

12" 14" 16" 18" 20"

White       Black         Red

AVAILABLE FINISHES

White       Black         Red

AVAILABLE FINISHES

White       Black         Red

AVAILABLE FINISHES

White       Black         Red

AVAILABLE FINISHES
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Wall Arms

Wall Mount

Wall Mount Heavy Duty Wall Mount

Pair with longer arms like 
Arm 5 and Arm 7

Pair with a stem to complete the look. Pair with a stem to complete the look.

Wall Arm 1 Wall Arm 2 Wall Arm 3

Wall Arm 4
Wall Arm 5

Wall Arm 6

Wall Arm 10

Wall Arm 7

Wall Arm 11

Wall Arm 12

Wall Arm 8 Wall Arm 9

White       Black         Red

AVAILABLE FINISHES

White       Black         Red

AVAILABLE FINISHES

3/4" Trade Size
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6" 12" 18" 24" 30" 36" 42" 48"

Post Mount

Post Arm Post Mount Cup

Ceiling Mount

Ceiling Mount Sloped Ceiling Mount

Ceiling Stems
AVAILABLE SIZES

White       Black         Red

AVAILABLE FINISHES

White       Black         Red

AVAILABLE FINISHES

White       Black         Red

AVAILABLE FINISHES

3/4" Trade Size

3/4" Trade Size
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*RLM fixtures come with a 200W socket. A 75W 
socket is available as an option particularly when 
pairing with a Glass Jar.

Wire Cage
AVAILABLE SIZES

12" 14" 16" 18" 20"8" 10"

Swivel Glass Jelly Jar

Some shades, arms and accessories are not compatible 
with each other. To complete a fully compatible fixture, visit 
our online RLM Configurator via Kichler.com/RLM

AVAILABLE GLASS

Frosted       Clear      Prismatic    Amber     Smoked

!

Jar Guard

White       Black         Red

AVAILABLE FINISHES

White       Black         Red

AVAILABLE FINISHES

White       Black         Red

AVAILABLE FINISHES

Glass Jelly Jar*

Wire Cage is powder coated steel

All RLM components are powder coated aluminum unless otherwise noted.
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Ready to Ship

Need your order quickly? We have RLM 
fixture components stocked and ready 
to ship to help you meet your project 
deadlines. 

Have a large order that might need a longer 
order time? We can help and have the 
product ready when you need it. 

BUILD WITH EASE
With our Online RLM Configurator, you can select each component and see how each part 
will look together. Seeing is believing, and our Online RLM Configurator will help you see your 
fixtures come to life and make finalizing your purchasing decision easier. 

In addition to selecting and designing your RLM fixture, the Online RLM Configurator tool also 
offers specs and pricing for your finished fixture – allowing you to save, share, and start a quote.

Kichler.com/RLM
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For warranty and return policy information, please visit Kichler.com/RLM 



GET STARTED TODAY!
Start planning and designing your 

customizable RLM fixtures at 

Kichler.com/RLM
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